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Abstract. Substantial price variation for homogeneous goods in online markets is a well-known

puzzle that has withstood attempts by empirical researchers to explain it. Economic theory suggests

two possible sources of the dispersion: either market frictions are more important than previously

thought, or there are subtle differences between product listings presented to e-commerce consumers

that applied econometricians have failed to detect. We use a very detailed data set consisting

of posted-price listings for new Kindle Fire tablets from eBay to determine if observable listing

heterogeneity can explain the price dispersion of seemingly homogeneous products. By combining

a richer set of variables than previous studies with more sophisticated machine learning techniques,

we can explain 42% of the dispersion. We interpret this as a bound on the influence of market

frictions on price dispersion. Variables describing the amount of information in the listing are good

predictors of the price, but variables describing the style of a listing’s text are good predictors as

well. We identify readily interpretable groups of words that are also good predictors of price. We

find a high degree of heterogeneity of the marginal effects of seller reputation and including an

image in the listing, but the patterns of heterogeneity largely conform to economic intuition. A

smaller, but non-trivial, latitude for market frictions remains, and we discuss their possible sources.
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1. Introduction

The “Law of One Price” (LOP) predicts that all exchanges of homogeneous goods in a thick,

frictionless market ought to take place at a single price. While the LOP holds remarkably well in

some instances (e.g., security exchanges), in most consumer product markets it fails to describe

reality. This fact is pithily summarized by Hal Varian, who wrote “the law of one price is no law

at all” (Varian [37]).

One might expect the LOP to hold more often in online markets due to heavy participation

by buyers and sellers, and because of modern database and user-interface technology that would

seem to make product search as frictionless as possible. To the contrary, however, non-trivial price

dispersion online is a well documented fact, even for products that appear homogeneous, such as

new books (e.g., Bailey [3], Brynjolfsson and Smith [12]). In a model with rational buyers and

sellers, price variation for seemingly homogeneous products can arise from three sources. First, it

could be that units of a given product are actually heterogeneous in subtle ways that are apparent

to consumers, but difficult for the econometrician to detect in the data. Second, it could be that

sellers offer complementary services that buyers value (e.g., a warranty). Third, market frictions

(e.g., search costs or informational asymmetries) combined with strategic competition between

sellers could endogenously generate equilibrium price dispersion for homogeneous products.

The source of price dispersion has important implications for platform design. If the underlying

products are subtly heterogeneous, or if sellers differentiate their product offerings by bundling

them with extra goods or services, then a consumer’s search problem is harder than one might have

initially conjectured. Either scenario might in turn imply that sellers operate in an environment of

(constrained) monopolistic competition with distorted allocations and dead-weight loss from rent-

seeking behavior. On the other hand, if price dispersion is due solely to information frictions, then

improved search algorithms may alleviate the problem. Either way, platform designers can play

an important role in effectively matching consumers and products if the sources of price dispersion

can be discovered.

Few settings would appear to more closely resemble the canonical marketplace of perfect compe-

tition than eBay’s posted-price market for new, first-generation Amazon Kindle Fire tablets, which

we refer to simply as “Kindles.” It is quite thick, with thousands of buyers and sellers interacting

regularly. Although search costs are a well known source of price dispersion in the theoretical liter-

ature (e.g., MacMinn [27], Reinganum [31], Burdett and Judd [13]), eBay’s web-based, interactive

search utility would seem, at first glance, to make it easy to obtain a price quote. Another class

of models that generates price dispersion considers situations where firms interact with two classes

of customers that are asymmetrically informed: loyal or unsophisticated consumers that obtain a

single price quote and others that obtain multiple price quotes. These models do not provide a

realistic description of eBay, with its many participants connected by a common online forum, since

they assume sellers have a captive market of buyers that are either uninformed about the prices

of competitors (e.g., Salop and Stiglitz [34], Rosenthal [32], Wilde and Schwartz [39], Varian [37])

or are loyal customers of the firm (Baye and Morgan [5]). Finally, many of the obvious sources
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of product heterogeneity are ruled out in our setting. For example, bundling of new Kindles with

accessories is rare in the data, and when present the accessories are of low value. Seller reliability

might induce significant price heterogeneity, but eBay’s strong warranty against seller misbehavior

should eliminate this as a first-order concern for buyers. These features suggest that consumers

ought to view the various seller listings as near-perfect substitutes. Yet, we find that the standard

deviation of price for new Kindles on eBay is nontrivial, at 21.2% of the mean price.1

In order to shed light on this puzzle, we execute an empirical analysis of a unique and very de-

tailed dataset on a thick marketplace for seemingly homogeneous goods. Once again, the two most

plausible explanations offered by economic theory are that either subtle differences exist across

listings which consumers can detect, or that search frictions are non-trivial after all, giving rise to

non-degenerate price distributions in equilibrium. If observable product heterogeneity can explain

price dispersion, then in principle it should be possible to identify features of online product listings

that predict differences in prices across listings. Our first goal in this project is to extract more

detailed product listing covariates and to implement more sophisticated methodologies—machine

learning—than previous studies, in order to detect whether observable product listing character-

istics have predictive power for price differences. These two contributions are meant to solve two

principal problems, ommitted variable bias and functional form mis-specification, which may have

artificially limited price prediction power in previous empirical studies. Although our empirical

model is predictive in nature, for our purposes we need not identify a causal demand system in

order to parse between models which account for price dispersion. Rather, since the various search

friction models imply pricing noise which is plausibly orthogonal to observable characteristics, any

predictive power to be found necessarily places a bound on the role that search frictions could play.

Our second goal is to use economic theory to interpret the results of our empirical analysis in

order to explain why observable listing features create heterogeneity. We also use machine learning

techniques to detect heterogeneity in the marginal effects of product listing characteristics (e.g.,

the impact on expected price of including an image in the listing). Since these marginal effects

can be naturally interpreted in terms of seller incentives, we also explore whether the results of our

analysis align with economic theory.

To facilitate our empirical analysis of the possible roles for listing heterogeneity and search

frictions in explaining price dispersion, we have assembled a very detailed dataset. Our raw data

consist of downloaded .html pages for thousands of listings for new Kindles on eBay. These pages

allow us to see virtually all information displayed to the consumer by eBay’s interactive web portal.

Individual listing pages provide a wealth of information offered to the user, including potential

subtle queues that may nudge the price up or down by perceived differences in value. The first

portion of each listing’s webpage includes the seller-supplied title and photos of the product, the

1One possible concern is that perhaps many eBay sellers incorrectly list used items as “new.” In this paper we study
a detailed dataset on Kindle listings, in which this does not appear to be a meaningful problem. A manual inspection
of 200 listings revealed 78 listings that explicitly mentioned that the item was factory sealed, three listings suggesting
the box had been opened, and the remaining listings either had no seller customized description or did not explicitly
repeat the definition of a “new” item beyond what eBay provides as a standard description for new Kindles. We
found no examples of items with significant usage prior to listing the item for sale.
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price and shipping cost, and a measure of the seller’s reputation computed by eBay. The second

section is a standardized description of the product, provided by eBay, that concisely spells out

the technical features of the Amazon Kindle, as well as eBay’s definition of a “new product.” The

third section of each listing displays additional, customizable information provided by the seller,

including additional photos and/or formatted textual descriptions.

The information contained in the first and third sections is almost entirely at each seller’s dis-

cretion, and is therefore fairly complex and variable across different listings. Because we have

captured the original .html content used by eBay to format and display each product page to the

user, we are able to analyze almost everything that potential buyers see. We captured all text

information the seller optionally provided about the product, as well as the number, size(s), and

type (stock or non-stock) of the photos the seller posted in his or her listing. We find that the item

description provided by the sellers varies widely from listing to listing. For example, the listings

had an average of 4.09 photos with a standard deviation of 4.39. Listings also had an average of

131 words of text written by the seller, but the standard deviation of the number of words is 280,

and 16% of listings include no seller-provided description at all. We also parse the content of the

text using a bag-of-words approach, leaving us with a total of 220 regressors that characterize each

of the 1298 Kindle listings in our data set.

Our first empirical goal is to assess the amount of price variation we can explain by applying these

high-dimensional observables and machine learning techniques to the task. The existing literature

has made little headway in explaining online price variation, but we investigate whether this is

because previous studies have ignored some information observed by the user (e.g., our text and

image variables), inducing an omitted variable bias, or whether the cues that consumers extract

from these data manifest themselves in complex and subtle ways that are masked by restrictive

functional forms used in previous studies (e.g., ordinary least squares versus sophisticated machine

learning models), or both. To address this question, we first construct a restricted data set using

only regressors comparable to those employed in the prior literature on price dispersion. We measure

the independent importance of our richer data set by comparing the explanatory power of a given

model estimated on the restricted data to the explanatory power of the same model estimated on

the full dataset. The importance of the model employed is assessed by comparing the predictive

power of the two models estimated on the same data set. We can explain 12% of the price variation

using an ordinary least squares (OLS) model and our basic data set, which is in line with the weak

predictive power observed in the previous literature.2 An OLS model estimated on our full set of

variables explains 15% of the price variation, meaning the rich set of regressors alone improves the

predictive power of OLS, but only slightly.

2See Section 2 for a brief discussion. This comparison with the previous literature is not intended as a model selection
exercise for many reasons (e.g., the differing data sets). Rather, we wish to make the simpler point that the vast
majority of observed price variation remains unexplained if one relies on OLS techniques and basic observables, as in
the prior literature.
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We then examine the predictive power of an alternative model based on a regression forest

(Breiman [11]).3 Much like a k-nearest neighbor or a kernel-smoothed regression, a regression

forest uses observations that are near the point of interest to generate a localized prediction. A

single regression tree uses a data-driven algorithm to partition the space of regressor values to

define what “near the point of interest” means. Then one level up, a regression forest averages

the predictions of an ensemble of regression trees to make a prediction. Regression forests have

proven popular due to their ability to capture complex interactions between large sets of regressors

in a principled way that allows for relatively little subjective input from the analyst regarding

model selection. When we apply our regression forest techniques to the basic data set, we can

explain 19% of price variation, and when we combine this approach with the full data set, our

explanatory power increases to roughly 42% of the price dispersion. The explained price variation

is economically significant at over 10% of the mean price of a new Kindle. In short, both high-

dimensional observables and sophisticated machine learning techniques are required in tandem to

adequately capture the complex process of information transmission between buyers and sellers

that leads to explainable price dispersion.4

One possible criticism of our OLS approach is that we may have handicapped standard linear

models for the comparison by estimating an insufficiently flexible model. To explore this possibility,

we build a dataset that includes a complete set of first-, second-, and third-order interactions of our

full set of regressors, which results in a model with 6,463 variables. After using LASSO to choose

our regressors, we find that the linear model still explains only 23% of the variation in prices. Our

conclusion is that, while a more flexible linear model can (unsurprisingly) predict a greater degree

of price variation than low-dimensional OLS, the model would have to be impractically flexible to

begin to approach the capabilities of machine learning methods.

One common drawback of machine learning is that with its impressive flexibility comes greater

difficulty in interpreting results. In order to better understand the sources of the predictive power

we uncovered, we partition our variables into intuitive subsets that are likely to measure the amount

of information conveyed (e.g., the volume of text and number of images) and variables that represent

the style of the listing (e.g., text style and formatting). In order to pin down which combinations

of variables are providing the predictive power, we analyze the effect of adding different groups

of variables to our basic data set and deleting different sets of variables from our full data set.

Since sellers have an incentive to accurately describe the product for reputational reasons, it is easy

to come up with an information-based explanation for how the volume of information predicts a

higher or lower price (e.g., explaining a defect in the packaging). We find that we lose only a small

amount of predictive power by estimating our model on only the basic data set plus the variables

that summarize the volume of information conveyed.

3We also experimented with other methodologies such as neural networks and boosted gradient trees, but we found
these more complex techniques performed no better than a regression forest.
4As a robustness check for external validity of our results, we repeat our prediction exercise for another consumer
electronic product: Microsoft Surface tablets, a much more expensive item that can serve as a laptop replacement,
rather than just a simple electronic media device. We find very similar results; we can explain 43% of the price
variation among Surface tablets using high-dimensional observables in combination with machine learning techniques.
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We also find that the style variables have as much explanatory power as the variables describing

the volume of the information conveyed by the listing. It is more difficult to provide an expla-

nation grounded in economic theory for why the style of the listing would influence the offered

price. For example, one might conjecture that the style variables signal a seller’s professionalism

and/or reliability in a way more familiar and interpretable to the user than the eBay reputation

score. Alternatively, from the perspective of consumer psychology it could be that buyers have an

emotional response to the aesthetic of the listings, and this in turn affects willingness to pay.

Finally, we use honest model trees, first developed in Athey, Tibshirani, and Wager [1], to study

possible heterogeneity of the marginal effects of listing features on predicted price. We find that

there is a high degree of heterogeneity in the marginal effects across listings in our sample. For

example, the marginal effect of including an image ranges from near $0 to about $20. Sellers

generally appear to efficiently use the information at their disposal, and we find that the marginal

effect of including an image in the description is significantly smaller for those sellers that do not,

relative to those sellers that do (as economic theory would predict).

Our analysis shows that there is a significant degree of product listing heterogeneity, even in

the market for new electronics products, and detecting the heterogeneity requires a rich data set

and flexible estimation techniques. Contrary to the quote from Varian [37] above, the law of one

price may be a law—just a fairly vacuous one. The sources of the product heterogeneity align

with economic intuition: variables related to the informativeness of a listing provide a great deal

of our predictive power. Surprisingly, variables describing the style of the listing also predict

the price dispersion well. Finally, the marginal effects of our regressors display a high degree of

heterogeneity, but this heterogeneity tends to align with our economic intuitions concerning profit

maximization by sellers. At the end of the day, however, we also find that, despite extremely

detailed observables being combined in very complex ways, significant unexplained price variation

persists, suggesting that search frictions may also play an economically meaningful role. This may

seem counter to expectations, given cutting edge search algorithms at eBay users’ disposal, but

one possible explanation is an “embarrassment of riches” problem. Given the sheer scope of the

marketplace, it may be that there are so many relevant results for a keyword search on the phrase

“Amazon Kindle Fire” that it is still costly for consumers to sift through all of them.

The remainder of this paper has the following structure. We start with a discussion of the related

literature in Section 2. Section 3 provides a description of the mechanics of the eBay posted-price

market place and describes the listings that we study. Section 4 describes the data we collected.

Sections 5 presents basic results on the importance of (i) the richness of our data set and (ii)

flexible estimation techniques for predicting the price associated with a listing. Section 6 explores

the underlying structure of the data that is captured by our regression forest models. Section 7

provides robustness checks, and we conclude in Section 8.

2. Related Literature

Price dispersion as a consequence of ignorance has been recognized at least since Stigler [36].

Building on Stigler’s original model of costly search, Diamond [17] proved that profit maximizing
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firms can act as monopolists if consumers face search costs. Although the model of Diamond [17]

does not yield equilibrium price dispersion, it does show that large deviations from the perfectly

competitive outcome are possible if consumers face small search costs. Reinganum [31] shows that

price dispersion can arise when consumers discover prices through a process of sequential search

and firms have heterogeneous marginal costs. MacMinn [27] shows that price dispersion can also

arise under this market structure when fixed-sample search is used.

A second potential source of price dispersion is information asymmetries amongst consumers.

These models assume that firms are homogenous, but buyers are asymmetrically informed either

because of heterogeneous buyer search costs (e.g., Salop and Stiglitz [34], Rosenthal [32], Wilde

and Schwartz [39], Varian [37]) or because of heterogeneous outcomes of a stochastic search process

(e.g., Burdett and Judd [13]). The firms respond to the asymmetrically informed consumers by

playing a mixed strategy wherein the firms randomize over their prices, which generates equilibrium

price dispersion despite the homogeneity of the firms and the products. The more recent literature

has applied models of this form to study online price clearinghouses as important strategic actors

in the affected markets (e.g., Baye and Morgan [5], Baye et al. [8]).

A large branch of the more recent empirical literature on price dispersion has focused on tests of

various models. For example, Sorenson [35] shows that pharmaceutical products that necessitate

repeated purchases have lower price variation since the consumers have a strong incentive to find

a low price. Baye, Morgan, and Scholten [6] and [7] use data from a price comparison web site

and data on the market structure across different products to test the implications of information

clearinghouse models. Baylis and Perloff [10] find a combination of high-quality, low-priced firms

competing with low-quality, high-priced firms in the online markets for scanners and digital cameras,

which the authors interpret as support for the two-price equilibrium predicted by Salop and Stiglitz

[34]. Some papers estimate a structural model to tease apart the sources of price variation based

on the estimates (e.g., Hong and Shum [25]).

The focus of our paper is identifying features of the listings that predict price dispersion. There

are prior studies that attempt to predict product prices and report statistics that describe their

explanatory power, but many of the estimates have features that make them difficult to compare

with our results. Among the papers that are comparable to our project, Baye, Morgan, and

Scholten [9] attempts to predict the price dispersion for online consumer electronics sales. Their

price regression can explain 17% of variation using regressors capturing the attributes of the re-

tailers, but the explanatory power jumps to 72% when the regressions include firm-specific dummy

variables. Clay, Krishnan, and Wolfe [16] provides an analysis of the price dispersion of text books

that explains 2.7% of the dispersion when regressions do not include store-level dummy variables

and 19.2% of the dispersion when the dummy variables are included. Pan, Ratchford, and Shankar

[29] study the price dispersion across eight categories of retail products and can explain at most

22% of the price dispersion, with the notable exception being that their regressions explain 43% of
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price variation for compact discs. Our general conclusion from the empirical literature is that price

dispersion is difficult to explain without including regressors such as seller-specific fixed effects.5

Even when seller dummy variables can explain a great deal of the price variation, it is unclear

what exactly the dummy variables are capturing. For example, suppose that one concludes that

Best Buy, a brick and mortar electronics retailer in the United States that also has an online store,

has consistently higher prices than other electronics retailers. The higher prices at Best Buy could

be because the products are different (source one: product heterogeneity), it could be that Best Buy

offers generous return policies (source two: heterogeneous retailers), or that Best Buy has a near

monopoly over brick and mortar electronics sales in many regions that allows the firm to charge

higher prices (source three: market competition). In other words, including dummy variables for

individual sellers does not shine much light on the underlying cause of the price variation.

Dinerstein et al. [18] directly examines a redesign of the eBay platform meant to encourage

buyers to consider low-priced products and enhance price competition amongst sellers. Prior to

May 19, 2011, eBay showed buyers that searched for a product a list of “Best Match” results that

did not explicitly consider price when ordering the products displayed to the user. From May 2011

through the summer of 2012 eBay allowed users to designate the specific product they wished to

search for, and the platform displayed the posted-price listings in order of increasing total price.

Starting in late 2012 (prior to our data collection period), eBay returned to using the “Best Match”

as the default. Dinerstein et al. [18] estimate a model of consumer demand using detailed data on

buyer behavior on the eBay platform. The authors assume that users consider a random number of

listings that are randomly selected based on either the listing’s quality during the pre-experimental

period or the price under the redesigned platform.6 They show that when the platform emphasizes

low prices when generating the list of search results for buyers, then price dispersion decreases.

We would also like to highlight a handful of other papers that have worked directly with eBay

“Buy It Now” data. For example, Hui et al. [26] studies the interactions between the effects of

reputational mechanisms and insurance against seller misbehavior on the prices received by sellers

in Buy It Now and auction listings on eBay. Saeedi and Sundaresan [33] study a sample of Buy It

Now and auction listings on eBay to understand the effect of a change in the reputation system on

buyer and seller behavior. Other papers have studied the relationship between Buy It Now postings

and auctions with a particular focus on the economic forces that allow the two sales mechanisms

to coexist on the same platform (e.g., Einav et al. [19], Einav et al. [20], Einav et al. [21]). Nosko

and Tadelis [28] documents that buyers’ experiences with sellers spills over onto other sellers, and

the authors propose a novel and more effective metric of interaction quality. Elfenbein, Fisman,

and McManus [22] study the interaction of the value of quality certification and market structure.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use data from a platform like eBay to study price

5Clay, Krishnan, and Wolfe [15] attempts to predict prices and achieves a high degree of explanatory power, but their
regressions include time dummies. Time dummies explain a great deal of the price variation across our sample due
to product depreciation, but this price variation is unrelated to the day-to-day, cross-sectional price dispersion we
are interested in. This makes it impossible to compare the explanatory power of these regressions with our analysis.
6The authors base their estimates on users’ browsing behavior, but they implicitly assume that this browsing behavior
is largely driven by platform design.
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dispersion, utilize contextual data (e.g., text or images) as rich as ours, or bring machine learning

techniques to bear to explain price dispersion.

3. The eBay Setting

eBay uses a fine-grained, hierarchical product classification system for the goods listed for sale on

the platform. For example, all Kindles are in the “Tablets & eBook Readers” category, but there

also exists a separate category at the bottom of the hierarchy for new, first-generation Amazon

Kindle fire tablets with 8 GB of storage. The product classification system encourages product

heterogeneity within broad product categories (e.g., tablet computers) and very limited product

heterogeneity at the narrowest level of classification.

Although eBay initially served as a platform for sellers to use auctions to sell items, more than

half of the items available for sale on eBay are now sold using a posted-price format referred to as

a “Buy It Now” listing. A seller using a posted-price format has the option to provide title text

and a photo that will appear in the page of search results observed by prospective buyers. For

consumer electronics products, the seller must also provide the exact specifications (e.g., 8 GB of

storage) and condition (e.g., New) of the product so that it can be placed within the eBay product

hierarchy. The price of the product as well as the shipping options must also be chosen. The seller

can either offer flat-rate shipping or choose to have shipping calculated by eBay. If the shipping is

calculated by eBay, a forecasted price for shipping is computed for a prospective buyer based on

the seller’s and the prospective buyer’s locations, package size and weight estimates provided by

the seller, and the seller’s choice of shipping company. Finally, the seller is allowed to choose the

duration of the listing from a discrete set of options (e.g., 3 days, 7 days, etc.).

A buyer on the eBay site begins by searching for items on the platform using keywords and an

optional selection of which broad product category to search within. The user is then served a page

of results. Although eBay continuously experiments with how to order the items on the search page,

conversations with eBay employees during the time our data was collected (28 December 2012 - 20

September 2013) suggested that items appeared early in the list of results based on (1) relevance

for keyword searches and (2) timing of listing termination, with ones that expire in the near future

being closer to the top. This means that the ordering of the listings observed by the buyer are

largely independent of the variables we collected.7 After the search results are generated, a buyer

can then click on a listing on the search results page to see the webpage for a listing, reorder the

search results by price, or view successive pages of search results. Buying an item requires viewing

the webpage for a listing, clicking a “Buy It Now” button at the top of the listing webpage, and

entering the required payment information.

In addition to supplying a platform for hosting posted-price listings, eBay provides payment

and sales infrastructure for the buyers and sellers. eBay also provides a money back guarantee

for buyers, which can be triggered easily through the website and results in a rapid (less than five

days) refund of the money paid to the seller.

7We write “largely” since we do scrape the words used in the title.
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Figure 1. eBay’s Standardized Listing Information

The webpage for a listing that a potential buyer sees once he or she clicks on an item in the

search results page has a format with three sections. Figure 1 displays an example of the first

section of the listing, which we refer to as the title. The title includes a brief text description of the

item written by the seller and one or more photos that are provided by the seller. The title also

has a standardized section that includes the price chosen by the seller, shipping information, the

item’s condition (e.g.,“New”), and a seller reputation score. The seller reputation score is equal to

the total number of positive buyer ratings minus the number of negative ratings.

The second section of each listing is a box that provides a standardized, uniformly formatted

set of information about the product that is provided by eBay, an example of which is depicted in

Figure 2. The box describes the precise definition of the condition of the product (e.g., “New”)

and detailed technical specifications of the product (e.g., CPU processor speed). Since the section

is standardized across our sample, it does not play a role in our analysis. However, the existence

of this section shows that there can be little ambiguity about either the product being sold or the

product’s condition.

A fairly elaborate example of the third section of each listing, which we refer to as the description,

is provided in Figure 3. This third section is created entirely by the seller, and is optional, with

about 16% of listings in our sample having no content in the description. The seller has the ability

to provide a large amount of text and images, and the text can be formatted using HTML tags

(e.g., bolded text). The challenge for analyzing the information in the description is condensing

the many features of the text and images into data amenable to statistical analysis.
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Figure 2. eBay’s Standardized Description

4. Data

Each data point is a single listing for a new, first-generation Amazon Kindle Fire. We collected

our posted-price listings using a scraping program that captured the listings from sellers located

within the United States that posted to the platform between December 28, 2012 and September 30

2013. Some listings in our sample were observed to result in a sale and some were not. We include

only listings offering a single unit, and we eliminated a small number of listings with implausible

prices (i.e., below $15 and above $250), which yielded a total sample of I = 1298 listings. If a seller

offered multiple listings across our sample, we treat each as a distinct data point. There are 911

unique sellers in our data set, 5 of which have 10 or more listings. The vast majority of sellers had

very few listings: 79.5% of them had a single listing and another 12.7% had 2 listings. We analyze

the behavior of sellers that offered multiple listings and the effect on our baseline results in Section

7.3.
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Figure 3. Seller’s Customized Description

One concern is that despite the items being listed as in “New” condition, the Kindles might

actually be used and in “Like New” condition. A manual inspection of 200 listings revealed 78 that

explicitly mentioned that the item was factory sealed. Only three listings indicated that the Kindle

had ever been opened and included comments like “We opened the box and charged the unit &

confirmed that it power [sic] up ok.” Most of the remaining listings either had no description or

did not explicitly repeat the definition of a “New” item that eBay provides above the description.

We found no examples of items with significant usage prior to listing the item for sale, and eBay

provides substantial incentives for sellers not to blatantly lie in their descriptions.

Figure 4 provides a time series plot of the median price of the listings on each day, and the

band describes the interquartile range of the distribution of prices. All of the time series have been

smoothed using a seven-day moving average filter. Two features are of note. First, the market

shows no sign of converging toward satisfaction of the LOP by the end of our nine month sampling

period. The persistence of price dispersion is well documented in other online markets (e.g., Baye,

Morgan and Scholten [9]), so this is not terribly surprising. The second feature to note in Figure 4

is the trend towards lower prices as the sample period persists. Again, this is not surprising since

electronics products depreciate as the anticipated release dates of newer versions approach.

It is worth taking a moment to consider the ideal data set for our purposes and how this informs

our handling of the time trend in our analysis. The ideal data set would be a snapshot of the

prices offered in a very large market, which would allow us to hold all time-varying features of the

market fixed and isolate what caused the seller to believe that an unusually high or low price was

warranted for that listing at that point in time. Unfortunately, the market does not contain enough

listings on any given day, so we collect listings across days. If we were to include time dummies
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Figure 4. Price Trend Over Time

or a time trend in our regressions, then we would be able to explain some price variation simply

through these time-dependent variables. However, since our research focus is on cross-sectional

price variation rather than variation over time, the appropriate course is to de-trend our price

variables. Once de-trended using a linear model of price trend over time, the mean of the prices is

$0 with a standard deviation of $30.23, which is equal to 21.2% of the (trended) mean.

For our basic data set we only include variables that are analogous to observables used in earlier

papers that attempt to explain online price variation (e.g., Baye, Morgan and Scholten [9]). Price

is either the price at sale or, for items that did not ultimately sell, the final price the seller offered

before removing the unsold item from the site. Shipping Price is the price of shipping if a flat rate

was included in the listing and 0 otherwise. Shipping Calculated is a dummy variable equal to 1 if

eBay automatically calculates the shipping. Returns Allowed is a dummy variable equal to 1 if the

seller accepts returns. Seller Score is a numeric value indicating the net positive feedback left by

individuals that had purchased from this seller previously. Re-listed is a dummy variable set to 1

if the seller chose to re-list the item after the item did not sell during the listing’s initial duration.8

Variable names and summary statistics for the basic data set are included in Table 1.

Our full data set includes all of the information in the basic data set as well as features gathered

from the portions of the listing that can be customized by the sellers. These data include the

8Whether an item is re-listed is part of the metadata in a listing’s HTML code, which is not easily observed by
buyers.
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Variable Mean Median Standard Deviation

Price 0 -$1.74 $30.23

Shipping Price $3.71 0 $4.96

Shipping Calculated 0.437 0 0.496

Returns Allowed 0.303 0 0.460

log(Seller Score) 4.78 4.72 2.02

Re-listed 0.168 0 0.374

Table 1. Basic Data Set Summary Statistics

number of characters, words, special characters, and fraction of upper case characters in the title

and the description of the listing. We record the number and size of the photos provided by the seller

as well as whether the seller used one or more stock images. A stock image is a professional image

of the item that one can download from the internet (e.g., from Amazon’s website), as opposed to

a non-stock image that the seller might take with his or her own camera of the actual item they

are selling. We also capture the number of HTML tags (e.g., sections of bold text), the number of

font sizes, and the number of changes in font size in the seller’s description of the product. These

variables all reflect techniques that a seller might use to make text eye-catching. We also record a

categorical variable describing whether the listing started on the weekend (Saturday or Sunday),

early in the week (Monday - Wednesday), or late in the week (Thursday or Friday). Finally,

we record whether the listing was generated by eBay’s mobile phone app. Summary statistics are

provided in Table 2.

The natural language data was handled using a Bag of Words (BoW) approach (Gentzkow,

Kelly, and Taddy [24]). First we separated each listing’s text into sentences and words, and each

word was stemmed using Porter’s Stemming Algorithm (Porter [30]). The stemming algorithm is

capable of identifying different forms of the same word. For example, the stemmer can identify

“charges,” “charged,” and “charging” as sharing the same root “charg.” Correctly stemming the

text removes redundant features and insures an accurate count of the number of appearances of

each word. We do not attempt to identify negations (e.g., “no returns”) algorithmically as this

is much more computationally difficult and subject to a greater error rate. After the stems have

been identified and the number of occurrences of each stem in each listing has been computed, we

reduced the dimensionality of the natural language data in two steps. First, we formed a list of the

1,000 most frequently appearing elements of the BoW. After eliminating articles and prepositions,

we then manually reduced our set to 190 word stems that we thought represented potential sources

of heterogeneity and appear in at least 5 of our listings. For a full list of the words, please see

Appendix A.9

9We also experimented with using dummy variables for the appearance of a word in a listing as opposed to the word
count. We found it had no effect on our results.
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Variable Groups Variable Mean Median
Standard
Deviation

Title
Length


Number of

Characters in Title
60.1 66 16.4

Number of
Words in Title

10.6 12 2.68

Title
Style


Number of Special
Characters in Title

15.0 16 4.63

% Uppercase
Characters in Title

0.312 0.263 0.168

Title
Images


Number of Photos

in Title
2.15 1 1.86

Number of Stock
Photos in Title

0.439 0 0.509

Description
Length

{
Number of Words

in Description
131 27 281

Description
Style



% Uppercase Characters
in Description

0.122 0.075 0.184

Number of HTML
Tags in Description

102 16 201

Number of
Font Sizes

1.58 1 1.451

Number of Font
Size Changes

4.33 0 16.0

Description
Images



Kilobytes of Photos
in Description

16.0 0 80.1

Dummy: 1 to 5
Photos in Description

0.103 0 0.304

Dummy: 5 or more
Photos in Description

0.063 0 0.243

Miscellaneous
Variables



Dummy: Posted During
Weekend

0.277 0 0.448

Dummy: Posted During
Early Week

0.429 0 0.495

Dummy: Posted During
Late Week

0.294 0 0.456

Dummy: Posted with
eBay Mobile

0.242 0 0.428

Table 2. Full Data Set Summary Statistics (without Bag of Words data)
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Component Name
% Variance
Explained

Words with
High Loadings

Description of Item 43.6 “new,” “read,” “include,” “content”

Shipping and Payment
Information

11.9 ”paypal,“ ”return,“ ”payment,” “buyer”

Technical Specifications 7.3 “display,” “connect,” “gb,” “charge”

Table 3. Interpretation of PCA components

Second, we used principal component analysis (PCA) to further reduce the dimensionality of

the word frequency data. PCA is a methodology for projecting a set of data points onto a set

of orthogonal basis vectors, usually referred to as components. To fix ideas, each BoW datum is

a 190-dimensional vector, call it wi = [w1,i, . . . , w190,i]
>, where wk,i indicates the number of times

the kth word stem occurred in the seller’s description in the ith listing page, minus the mean count

of the kth word stem across all listings. The first principal component is chosen by picking a vector

of weights or factor loadings, call it π1 = [π1,1, . . . , π1,190]
>, to construct a linear combination of

the regressors, PC1,i = w>i π1, that has the highest possible variance, subject to the constraint that

π1 has unit length. The second and following components, each represented by their own factor

loading vector πj , j ≥ 2, are constructed to be orthogonal to all previous components, and to have

the highest possible variance, subject to a similar unit length constraint on πj .

Note that the orthogonality and unit-length constraints together imply that the variances of

successive principal components will be monotone decreasing, or V AR(PCj) > V AR(PCj+1), for

each j. Intuitively, what this means is that in most cases, one can use the first few components to

capture most of the variance in a set of data with much higher dimensionality. Our analysis used

the first 25 principal components, which collectively account for 90% of the variance of the 190 BoW

variables.10 Since the factor loading vector πj determines which variables have the most influence,

when the factor loadings identify clusters of words that share a common theme, we can attribute an

interpretation to the corresponding principal component PCj . Table 4 describes the meanings we

attribute to the first three components by observing which word stems are given nontrivial weight

by the first three factor loadings, π1, π2, and π3. The fact that the principal components with the

most explanatory power have reasonable interpretations gives us confidence that the PCA routine

is reflecting meaningful attributes of the listing pages. Together these three components account

for more than 60% of the variation in the BoW data.

10More specifically, note that (by construction) we can compute up to 190 PC’s at most, since each one must be
orthogonal to previous components. When we compute an exhaustive set of principal components we find that 90%
of the combined variation across all PC’s is contained in the first 25 of them. We also experimented with using the
first 70 principal components in our analysis, which explain 98% of total variation in the BoW data. The difference
in the results was negligible.
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5. Analysis of Price Variation

5.1. Overview and Empirical Strategy. We now begin our main empirical analysis which aims

to shed light on the degree to which price variation may be due to subtle heterogeneity across

product listings, rather than being driven endogenously by search frictions. To fix ideas, for the

ith listing let Xi denote a row vector containing the basic variables used in traditional studies of

online price dispersion, as outlined in Table 1. Let Zi denote a row vector containing the additional

variables in our full data set for that listing, including variables in Table 2 and the first 25 principal

components of the BoW data, [PC1,i, . . . , PC25,i]. Finally, let yi denote the listing’s price. When

assessing our basic data set, consider estimating a basic pricing model of the form

(1) yi = f(Xi) + ei,

or an augmented model of the form

(2) yi = ϕ(Xi,Zi) + εi.

Economic theory indicates several plausible interpretations for the noise terms, ei and εi, each

arising directly or indirectly from market frictions. First, if consumers have heterogeneous costs

for time spent searching on eBay, then this can generate asymmetrically informed consumers in

equilibrium, which several models show can endogenously create price dispersion (see Salop and

Stiglitz [34], Rosenthal [32], Wilde and Schwartz [39], Varian [37], Baye and Morgan [5], and Baye

et al. [8]). In this case the error term would be a random function of the distribution of buyers

each seller expects to encounter. Second, if seller reservation values are heterogeneous then price

dispersion can arise in the presence of search frictions (see MacMinn [27], Reinganum [31]). In this

case the error term would be a function of each seller’s random supply cost. Third, even if sellers

and buyers are ex-ante identical, other models of search frictions have been known to generate a

mixed-strategy equilibrium for price quotes offered by sellers on identical products (Burdett and

Judd [13]). The common thread in each of these scenarios is that each distinct theory indicates

an interpretation of pricing noise—random mixing or idiosyncratic supply costs—that is plausibly

independent of the vector of observable characteristics [X,Z]. In that sense, one may think of f

and ϕ as accounting for the role of observed listing heterogeneity, and the error terms e and ε as

accounting for noise that is generated (either directly or indirectly) by search frictions.

Identifying a causal demand system for new Kindles on eBay would be a challenging undertaking

for various reasons, among which is the need to adopt strong assumptions on which of the com-

peting theories specifically describes the data-generating process. We focus on a somewhat more

modest goal of determining whether market frictions in general could possibly account for apparent

deviations from the LOP, or whether price variation is actually the result of observable differences

in the layout and content of listings. There are two possible reasons why an attempt at estimation

would falsely attribute too little explanatory power to the model and too big of a role to the error

term: omitted variables and functional form mis-specification. If the regression functions took a

linear-in-parameters form, say f(Xi) = Xiβ and ϕ(Xi,Zi) = Xiβ + Ziγ for some suitably con-

formable parameter vectors, β and γ, then the error terms would be related through the identity
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ei = Ziγ + εi. The existence of an omitted variables problem would therefore hinge on whether Zi

had a meaningful impact on prices, which in the linear model is the same as γ = 0. On the other

hand, it could also be that linear models like Xiβ + Ziγ are too restrictive to identify complex

interactions between the observables in nudging price up or down. In that case, a non-separable

functional form for f or ϕ might be required to achieve full explanatory power.

To answer our research question on the relative importance of heterogeneity and frictions we

need not identify a causal model, so our aim is not to achieve individual parameter estimates to

which causal demand interpretations may be attached. Rather, with the various economic theories

in mind, we attempt to determine what combination of more ample observables and more flexible

statistical models can exhaust predictive power for cross-sectional price movement, and therefore

what is the maximal fraction of variation that can be attributed to market frictions. To the extent

that one may assume equilibrium price variation is orthogonal to the observables, as we have argued

above with an appeal to economic theory, then model predictive power necessarily places a bound

on the role of market frictions for generating deviations from the LOP. Moreover, to the extent

that our methodological exploration achieves maximal predictive power, one may further interpret

residual, unexplained price variation as predominantly reflecting market frictions acting through

one or various channels.

5.2. Measuring Predictive Power. One might naturally expect to explain more price varia-

tion than the prior literature given the rich set of regressors in our data and the use of machine

learning techniques. The more interesting question is how much of it can possibly be explained,

and whether the additional explanatory power is due to the richer set of regressors, the machine

learning techniques, or the combination of the two. To assess the importance of the richer data set,

we compare the predictive power of a linear model estimated on the full data set to the predictive

power of the same kind of model estimated on the basic data set. To evaluate the importance of

the machine learning algorithms, we compare the predictive power of a regression forest estimated

on the full data set with the predictive power of a linear model estimated on the same data set.

For completeness, we also estimate a regression forest model on the basic data set. We use what

we call the out-of-sample R2 statistic as our measure of the fraction of the price variation we have

explained.

Given our large set of regressors, both OLS and the regression forest techniques we employ are

prone to overfitting. To obtain a meaningful measure of the predictive power of our models, we

compute an out-of-sample version of the R2 statistic through 10-fold cross validation. The 10-fold

cross validation procedure starts by randomly partitioning our data into 10 equally sized subsets

that we denote {F1, ...,F10}. For each k = 1, ..., 10 we hold out Fk as a validation set and estimate

our model on the union of the remaining nine subsets of data. We then compute the sum of

squared errors, SSEk, and total sum of squares, TSSk, in the validation set Fk using the estimated
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R2 Version

Data Set

Out-of-Sample In-Sample

Basic 0.1249 0.1446

Full 0.1548 0.2917

Table 4. OLS Predictive Power

model. The out-of-sample R2 statistic is:11

(3) R2
out = 1−

∑10
k=1 SSEk∑10
k=1 TSSk

= 1−
∑10

k=1

∑
yi∈Fk

(yi − ŷi)2∑10
k=1

∑
yi∈Fk

(yi − yi)2

where yi is the price of the ith listing in our data, ŷi is a predicted price for that listing, and yi
is the average price in the validation set.12 The in-sample R2, the statistic usually reported by

economists, is computed by estimating the model on the full data set, forming a prediction for

the price of each listing in the same data set, and computing the R2 based on these in-sample

predictions. We report this traditional measure as well, for comparison, but we caution the reader

to keep in mind that it ignores the problem of overfitting when the correct form of the model is

not known ex ante, and therefore in our scenario it will tend to overstate predictive power.

5.3. Ordinary Least Squares. In order to assess the usefulness of standard econometric tech-

niques for explaining price variation, we measure how much of the price variation can be explained

using OLS. First we regress price against the regressors in the basic data set as a benchmark. In

line with the prior research, we are able to explain 12.5% of the price variation. Next, we apply

OLS to our full data set, which yields an R2
out of 0.155. Table 4 summarizes our results and includes

both in- and out-of sample R2. As asymptotic theory would suggest for a model where the number

of regressors is small relative to the sample size, the in- and out-of-sample R2 are close for the

OLS model estimated on the basic data set since we can estimate the small number of regression

coefficients very precisely. The additional information in the full data set, with its vast increase

in the number of regressors, did provide a better fit, but the improvement was small. Moreover,

the many extra regressors cause the linear model to overfit the data, as evidenced by the large gap

between in-sample and out-of-sample R2 for OLS on the full data set. The regression coefficients

11We also computed the average out-of-sample R2:

R2
out = 1 − 1

10

10∑
k=1

SSEk

TSSk

The resulting values differed from R2
out by less than 0.5%.

12The justification for treating the usual R2 statistic as a measure of variance explained by an OLS model is rooted
in a decomposition of the variance in the data into a component capturing the variance in the model’s predictions
and a second component representing the variance in the predicted error. Since our primary results are based on
out-of-sample tests, the orthogonality between the predictions and the predicted error required for this decomposition
do not apply, even for the OLS models we consider. Nevertheless, we believe that the out-of-sample R2 provides a
useful summary of the predictive power of a model.
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Parameter Point Est Std. Err. P-Value 95% Confidence Interval

Shipping Price −1.189∗∗∗ 0.212 < .001 [-1.604, -0.764]

Shipping Calculated −12.02∗∗∗ 1.939 < .001 [-15.82,-8.21]

Returns Allowed 8.229∗∗∗ 1.810 < .001 [4.679,11.78]

ln(Seller Score) 1.801∗∗∗ 0.353 < .001 [1.109,2.493]

Relisted 11.48∗∗∗ 2.104 < .001 [7.325, 15.62]

Constant −5.019∗∗ 2.363 0.034 [-9.654,-0.385]

NOTE: Significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels is denoted by ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗, respectively.

Table 5. OLS Coefficients

for the basic data set are listed in Table 5, and the coefficients all possess the expected sign.13

5.4. Regression Forest. A regression forest is an ensemble estimator; in other words, it is the

average of a large collection of underlying regression tree models (Breiman [11]). Before describing

how an ensemble of regression trees is constructed, let us describe the algorithm for creating a single

regression tree. A regression tree partitions the space of possible regressor values and assigns each

element of the partition a prediction value equal to the average of the outcome variables in that

element of the partition. The prediction generated by a regression tree for a data point is simply

the value assigned to the element of the partition containing that data point. One can think of a

regression tree as a form of nearest-neighbor predictor where all data within the same partition is

considered as being “near” each other.

The partition of the data set that defines a regression tree model can be represented graphically

using a binary tree. An example of such a tree is displayed in Figure 5. This simple example

employs three of our regressors—“Shipping is Calculated,” “Returns Allowed,” and “Shipping”—

as splitting variables whose values are used to partition the space of data. Beginning at the root

(top of the diagram), each split represents a division of the sample into two (potentially unequally

sized) subsets. Each leaf of the tree provides a prediction of the de-trended price for listings within

the data at that leaf. Once a tree is grown, it exists in the form of a set of variable and cutoff

choices that define the splits in the tree and establish a complete partition of the space of possible

values for the regressors, along with a predicted value within each bin of the partition.

Now we formally describe the algorithm for growing a tree. First, let Vi denote the set of variables

being used to represent listing i, including Xi and/or Zi, and denote the data set as D = (V ,Y )

where V = [V1, . . . ,VI ]> denotes a full matrix of regressor realizations and Y = [y1, . . . , yI ]> is a

vector of prices for each listing. Our regression forest is grown using bootstrapped aggregation, also

13The sellers seem to price as though purchase and shipping costs were fungible since the shipping price coefficient is
close to −1, although the confidence interval on that variable is wide. This is somewhat surprising given that eBay
allows the users to sort on the price gross of shipping and not on total price. We initially conjectured that some
sellers would attempt to manipulate buyers by offering high shipping prices and low offer prices, but obviously our
analysis did not detect this sort of behavior.
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Returns	
Allowed	

Returns	Not	
Allowed	

Shipping	
Calculated	

Shipping	Not	
Calculated	

Shipping	
Calculated	

Shipping	Not	
Calculated	

Shipping	>	$3.71	Shipping	<	$3.71	

Shipping	>	$9.97	Shipping	<	$9.97	

$0.48	$14.29	-$8.84	

-$8.67	-$7.36	

$6.70	

Figure 5. Simple Regression Tree

known as “bagging.” To grow a single tree in the ensemble, a bootstrapped sample B is drawn

from the full data set D that is equal in size to D. A certain fraction of the explanatory variables

are randomly chosen to be used as splitting variables, and the choice of a one-third fraction is a

commonly used rule of thumb for regression forest algorithms.

The root of the tree is a split of the bootstrap data set B into subsets B1 and B2 such that

B1 ∩ B2 = ∅ and B1 ∪ B2 = B. These splits have the form B1 = {(Vi, yi) ∈ B : Vi,j ≤ k} where

Vi,j in the ith listing’s realization of the jth regressor, which must be one of the splitting variables,

and k is a real number defining a split point. Now, let Y1 and Y2 denote the sets of price realizations

contained in B1 and B2, respectively. The split criterion we use minimizes the following function

at each node:

|Y1|V ar(Y1) + |Y2|V ar (Y2) ,

where |Yl| refers to the cardinality of set l = 1, 2. The algorithm divides B to form B1 and B2 by

choosing the splitting variable j and cutoff k that together minimize the split criterion. It then

recursively applies this splitting process on subsets B1 and B2 until an entire tree is formed. The

intuition is that since the predictions are the same within a leaf, the algorithm divides the data set

in such a way that the prices of the listings within each leaf are as similar as possible. Note that a

splitting variable can appear multiple times in the same tree. The algorithm terminates when the
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R2 Version

Data Set ‘

Out-of-Sample In-Sample

Basic 0.1919 0.3074

Full 0.4166 0.9144

Table 6. Regression Forest Predictive Power

subsets contain a single data point.14 A prediction for a generic realization Vi is the value at the

leaf to which Vi belongs.

Since the regression tree partitions the full support of the regressors, the tree generates a pre-

diction for any possible realization of Vi. The predictions of a regression tree will be perfect for

the data in the set used to estimate the tree (i.e., B), which is the source of the regression forest’s

overfitting. In the full regression forest, not all of the data is used to estimate any given tree since

we estimate each tree using a bootstrap sample drawn from the full data set. Moreover, we compute

R2
out using cross validation, which means that the data used to estimate the tree is distinct from

the holdout data set used to evaluate the tree’s predictive power.

Once many such trees have been grown using many different bootstrapped samples, the prediction

of the regression forest is the average of the predictions of the trees in the forest. Unless otherwise

stated, our regression forests include 10,000 trees. The use of a bootstrapped subsample and the

choice of some, but not all, of the regressors as splitting variables in each tree is meant to create

a diverse array of trees in the ensemble. The diversity of the trees helps improve the fit of the

ensemble and restrain the decision trees’ tendency to overfit the data.

As in the case of the OLS analysis, we assessed the predictive power of the regression forest

estimator when applied to both our basic and our full data set. The results are described in Table

6. When applied to our basic data set, the regression forest explains 1.5 times more price variation

that our OLS model. However, the regression forest explains almost three times more price variation

than the OLS model when applied to the full data set. In short, explaining the price variation

requires both our rich data set and the flexibility of the regression forest methods. We believe this

result tells us something about how information is transferred from sellers to buyers. The patterns

we find in Tables 4 and 6 indicate that, not only do users derive a signal of perceived value from

various bits of information (our more ample set of variables), but these different pieces may also

interact in complex and subtle ways (as depicted within the regression forest model) to create a

perception of value.

5.5. LASSO. One might wonder whether a more flexible linear-in-variables model estimated on

the full data set might perform as well as the regression forest. To test this conjecture, we estimated

14When using a single regression tree for prediction purposes, typically the algorithms apply a set of rules for pruning
the branches of the tree so that the leaves each contain a significant number of data points. One benefit of the
regression forest is that the researcher need not choose pruning rules, which are generally ad hoc, and therefore the
forest approach removes one aspect of subjective model selection from the process.
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a linear model with higher-order terms and interactions of up to third order. Once we remove

redundant regressors, we are left with a very large third-order polynomial with a total of 6,463

terms. We apply the LASSO algorithm to this data set to choose which of the regressors to include

in our model.

Denote a single data point as (Vi, yi) where Vi are the regressors we collected (including higher-

order terms and interactions) and yi is the de-trended price of the listing. We can describe the

LASSO algorithm through the following optimization problem:

(4) min
α

1

N

N∑
i=1

(
yi −V′iα

)2
+ λ ‖α‖

where α contains the regressor coefficients and λ is the LASSO penalty parameter. Since ‖α‖
enters the objective function linearly, the solution to Equation 4 sets αj = 0 for the regressors with

the least amount of predictive power, which amounts to removing that regressor from the model.

The predictive power required for a variable to be retained in the solution is governed by λ. We

refer to an OLS model incorporating the variables that have nonzero coefficients at the solution to

(4) above as the model selected by the LASSO algorithm.

LASSO algorithms typically solve equation (4) for a range of values of λ, and each possible λ is

evaluated through a cross-validation process that penalizes overfitting. Since the cross-validation

procedure is slightly different than our algorithm for computing out-of-sample R2 values, we provide

an overview for completeness. The degree of overfitting is assessed through 10-fold cross validation

of each value of λ. We first divide the data set into 10 equally sized subsets {F1, ...,F10}. For each

k = 1, ..., 10 we hold out Fk as a validation set and solve equation (4) for a given λ on the union of

the remaining nine subsets of data. We then compute the sum of squared errors, SSEk(λ), in the

validation set Fk. The sum of squared errors over the whole sample is

SSE(λ) =

10∑
k=1

SSEk(λ)

Finally we compute the standard deviation of the cross-validation procedure, SE(λ), which is equal

to the variance of SSE1(λ), ..., SSE10(λ). The computation of SE(λ) is the primary difference

between the LASSO cross validation procedure and the algorithm used to compute R2
out.

A common heuristic for choosing λ is to select the largest value such that SSE(λ) ≤ SSE (λMin)+

SE (λMin), where λMin minimizes SSE(λ).15 We find that the LASSO model has an out-of-sample

R2 equal to 0.2289. The primary takeaway is that using a more flexible linear-in-parameters model

to predict prices using the basic data set does increase explanatory power, but there is still a large

gap between the explanatory power of our regression forest predictor and a very flexible OLS model.

15One might assume that it is obviously optimal to choose the value of λ that minimizes SSE(◦). Typically this
is not recommended since it can result in overfitting. The above rule of thumb generally allows for a great deal of
flexibility while also promoting out-of-sample predictive power at the same time.
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6. The Sources of Predictive Power

We would like understand the underlying relationships modeled by our regression forest model,

but the complex, nonlinear structure of a regression forest makes it difficult to assess the importance

of any given set of regressors. How then can we answer questions like, which kinds of variables

generate the predictive power of our model?, do the different variables provide distinct information?,

and, is the model’s predictive power reliant on subtle interactions between different kinds of data?

We provide three approaches for answering these questions. Our first approach is to use a new

machine learning tool, honest model forests (Athey, Tibshirani, and Wager [1]), to estimate the

marginal effect of each of our regressors on the conditional expectation of price at each point in

the data set. This reveals the scope of the heterogeneity of marginal effects. By cutting our data

in different ways, we can identify patterns in the marginal effects and compare them with our

economic intuitions. Our second approach is to divide the predictors into groups and compute

the predictive power of adding each group of variables to the basic data set separately. Our third

approach assesses the predictive power of these variables in the context of the full data set.

6.1. Honest Model Forest. In order to investigate the presence and magnitude of the heteroge-

neous marginal effects of our regressors, we use a machine learning algorithm that makes a local

estimate of the marginal effect of the regressors on the expected price, rather than making a price

prediction. Many machine learning algorithms, while serving as excellent predictive models, are

not capable of providing estimates of marginal effects. However, recent papers at the intersection

of machine learning and econometrics provide tools that can be employed.

A model tree is very similar to a regression tree except that the predictor at each leaf takes the

form of a statistical model, in our case an OLS model.16,17 The estimate made by a single model

tree of the marginal effect of a regressor at a particular listing is the regressor’s coefficient in the

OLS regression that estimates that listing’s expected price—in this sense, the model tree gives us

an easily interpretable estimate of the local marginal effect on the expected price. The estimate

made by the entire forest of the marginal effect of a regressor at a particular listing is the average

of the predictions of the model trees in that forest. We create an honest tree by dividing the data

set into two subsets, and we use one subset for determining the structure of the trees (i.e., the split

points) and the second subset to estimate the models at the leaves of each tree.18

Formally, we divide our data set D into two subsets, a (S)election set and an (E)stimation set.

We apply the algorithm described in Section 5.4 to data set S to determine the structure of the

forest of trees. In particular, each tree is grown from a Bootstrap sample consisting of 649 data

points drawn from S (i.e., half of the total sample size), and the splitting points of each tree are

determined using the variance minimization criterion. However, there are two major differences

from the algorithm in Section 5.4. First, we do not allow the algorithm to create a split point on

16We omit a detailed discussion of the formal requirements for our model tree forest to be consistent. The interested
reader is encouraged to refer to Athey, Tibshirani, and Wager [1].
17One can think of the regression forest algorithm of Breiman [11] as a model forest when the estimated “model” is
the coefficient on a constant variable.
18We make no claim that our honest trees are in any sense optimal.
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a variable if one of the resulting leaves has fewer than 30 data points. This lower bound ensures

that we will have enough data at each leaf to estimate an OLS model. Second, we do not allow

splits that are based on the variable we include in the OLS models we estimate at the leaves. The

OLS model at each leaf was quite simple and included only the regressor of interest and a constant

term.19,20 Our forest contains 500 trees in total. We chose this number because it seemed to provide

a good balance between minimizing computational cost and simulation error.

Once the split points of each tree have been computed, we move onto the estimation step using

data set E . Each tree within the forest is estimated in a three step process. First, we generate a

649-element bootstrap sample from E . Second, we determine which leaf contains each element of

the bootstrap sample. The third step is to perform an OLS regression on the data at each leaf.21

Our separation of the data used for model selection and model estimation ensures that our trees

have the “honest” property. However, we also require that the OLS estimator be asymptotically

consistent as the size of the data set grows. If we were to collect more data, we could simultaneously

define more leaves (increasing our ability to detect heterogeneous marginal effects) and increase the

size of the leaves (increasing the precision of our OLS estimates). However, there is a tension

between the size of the leaves and the amount of heterogeneity we can detect. As we add more

leaves to the tree, the regressor realizations within each leaf will become more similar, and the

decrease in regressor variability would make our OLS estimates less precise. In the extreme, if we

add leaves too quickly as our data set grows, our OLS models may not be consistent.

To solve this problem, we do not allow the trees to split on the variables we include in our

OLS regressions. Asymptotically, our trees will have an infinite set of data points at each leaf,

and the data in each leaf will be similar across the variables we allow the tree to use to define

splitting points. Since the regressors we include in the model at each leaf are not used to define

splitting points, there will be enough variation in those variables to accurately estimate the model

at each leaf. Each tree in our regression forest provides a single estimate of the marginal effect of

each regressor at each data point, so a regression forest of 500 trees provides 500 estimates of the

marginal effect at each data point. We aggregate the estimates for each datum by averaging the

estimates of each tree.

We present our results in terms of cumulative density functions of the distribution of marginal

effects across the listings. Figure 6 displays the distribution of marginal effects of including an

image in a listing. We compute 95% confidence intervals for the marginal effects of the listings at

each decile by forming 1000 bootstrap samples of our estimation set and re-estimating the trees

with each bootstrap sample. We do not bootstrap the tree growing process. We provide confidence

bounds of the value realized for the listing at each decile of the distribution of marginal effects. We

19We found that including all of the regressors of interest in the model at each leaf did not substantively change the
results.
20This means that we needed to build and estimate distinct honest model forests for each regressor.
21It is possible that one of the leaves will be empty. To account for this possibility, we execute a pruning algorithm.
If a leaf is found to be empty, we eliminate the split that created the leaf, merging the data contained in each of the
leaves created by the split. If the new leaf resulting from the merger is also empty, we recursively apply our algorithm
until a nonempty leaf is formed.
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Figure 6. Marginal Effect of Including at Least One Image in the Description

do it this way because our later discussion will focus on differences between the marginal effects at

different quantile ranks of the distribution.22

We estimate that 332 of our 1298 listings have marginal effects that are above the average at the

90% confidence level, while 592 of our listings have marginal effects that are significantly below the

average marginal effect at the 90% confidence level. In addition, the average marginal effect in the

first and ninth deciles are different from each other at the 99% confidence level.

We then divide our sample between the 216 listings that include at least one image in the

description and the 1082 listings that do not include such an image. The probability density

functions for the distribution of marginal effects of including more than one image for each group are

displayed in Figure 7.23 The average marginal effect for listings without an image in the description

is $8.06 and the average marginal effect for those that included an image in the description is $14.02,

a difference that is statistically significant at the 99% confidence level. From the distribution of

the marginal effects, it is clear that there are listings for which the marginal effect was under $5

and others for which the effect was over $15 under both distributions. In other words, the general

patterns of the distribution of marginal effects obeys economic logic, but there are outliers in each

group.

Turning to the marginal effect of the seller score, there is a vast literature on the effectiveness

of eBay’s online reputation systems that leverages natural, field, and lab experiments. The early

22To clarify, consider an alternative statistic that we could have generated, but did not. We could have computed
the CDF of the marginal effects for each bootstrap run and then presented the 50th and 950th largest values at each
decile. The listing that occupied each quantile rank would vary between bootstrap runs. In addition, the standard
errors would appear deceptively small.
23The extrema of the support are shifted relative to Figure 6 due to the kernel smoothing.
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Figure 7. Marginal Effect of Including at Least One Image in the Description
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Figure 8. Marginal Effect of Log Seller Score

literature assessed whether sellers earn a premium for a high reputation, implying that reputation

provides an incentive for good behavior (see Bajari and Hortaçsu [4] for a survey). The recent

literature has extended these analyses to directly studying whether reputation encourages good

behavior on the part of sellers (e.g., Cabral and Hortaçsu [14], Nosko and Tadelis [28]). To the
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Figure 9. Marginal Effect of Log Seller Score

extent these papers conduct price regressions, typically the seller score enters the regression either

linearly or log-linearly, which eliminates the possibility of detecting heterogeneous marginal effects

The cumulative distribution of the marginal effects of log seller score is displayed in Figure 8.

Obviously there is great deal of heterogeneity of the marginal effects of log seller score. 310 of

our listings have marginal effects above the mean at the 90% confidence level, while 502 of our

data points have marginal effects that are below the average at the 90% confidence level. The

distribution of marginal effect of one log-point change in seller score has a nontrivial support with

the lowest value just under $0.50 and the highest value just over $2.50.

One potential source of heterogeneity in the marginal effects is that log seller score could have a

nonlinear effect on price. To explore this possibility, Figure 9 plots the distribution of the marginal

effect for those sellers with a score of more than 1000 and those with a seller score of less than

10. These two groups represent the the lowest 13.9% and highest 13.3% of the log seller score

distribution. The marginal effect of an increase in log seller score has full support for both groups,

and the distributions of the marginal effects are almost identical across groups. These results are

surprising for several reasons. First, it shows that for both high- and low-reputation sellers there

are features of listings that can significantly heighten or dampen the effect of seller reputation on

price. Our prior expectation was that improving seller reputation would have a significantly positive

effect on all low-reputation sellers regardless of the other features of the listings. At a minimum,

one might have expected the marginal effect of log seller score to be nonlinear, but this would

likely have caused the distribution of marginal effects to differ between the groups. We conclude

that seller reputation affects pricing decisions in a more complex fashion than has previously been

realized.
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6.2. Predictive Power. We now assess the predictive power of the different sets of variables using

the regression tree model estimated on the basic data set (R2
out = 0.1990) as a baseline. In line with

Table 2, we separate the variables that describe the title, the description, and the bag of words

into separate groups. Within the variables describing the title and description, we also differentiate

between variables describing the volume of information (e.g., the number of images or the length of

the text, etc.) from those that describe the style of the text (e.g., percentage of uppercase letters,

the number of HTML tags used, etc.).

The predictive power of the volume of text and the presence of images can easily be understood

in information-theoretic terms. For example, the text of the listing could reveal flaws in the product

that reduce the price, and an image of the product for sale can verify that the product is unopened.

Although these statements would merely be cheap-talk in a market with anonymous exchange, the

credibility of any such claim is re-enforced by eBay’s reputation scheme. It remains surprising that

there is much information for a seller to convey given the detailed description provided by eBay,

the tight definition of a “New” product, and the presence of eBay’s warranty, which should prevent

egregious violations of the eBay standardized descriptions.

The style variables could indirectly convey information about the seller. Adding details such as

HTML tags to change the format of the text requires effort by sellers, and sellers that transact

frequently on eBay (e.g., professional retailers) have a stronger incentive to invest time in creating

a well-designed listing with eye-catching features, as large portions of these listings can be reused.

Buyers may want to purchase from a frequent seller for multiple reasons. Frequent sellers have a

stronger incentive to maintain their reputation on eBay, which may encourage reliable service that

buyers value. In addition, if the style of a listing helps identify professional electronics retailers,

buyers may have more faith that the Kindle is genuine retail stock that has not been opened or used

in any way. However, this explanation for why the style variables might be important predictors

is less plausible since we have already accounted for the sellers’ reputations. One would expect

this measure to identify frequent sellers more credibly than elaborately stylized listings. Another

possibility for why the style of the listing is important is psychological in nature. Much as in

the case of affective advertising, providing a stylized listing could make the reader more engaged

with the product or attach positive emotions to the listing. Either outcome could plausibly alter a

buyer’s willingness to pay.

We measure the predictive power of the different kinds of variables by computing the out-of-

sample partial R2, which corresponds to the fraction of the price dispersion explained by a given

set of variables that is not already explained by the basic data set. In analogy with the out-of-

sample R2 statistics, we again use 10-fold cross-validation to compute the out-of-sample partial R2

statistics. Let SSEBasic
out denote the out-of-sample SSE of a regression forest model estimated on the

basic data set. For some set of additional variables Z, let SSEBasic & Z
out denote the out-of-sample

SSE of a regression forest model estimated on the basic data set combined with the regressors in

Z. The partial R2 of the variables in Z, controlling for the basic data set, is then:

PR2
Z|Basic =

SSEBasic
out − SSEBasic & Z

out

SSEBasic
out

.
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Set Variables R2
out PR2

Z|Basic

Title Images Number of Images in Title 0.271 0.0961

Title Text Length Number of Characters/Words 0.315 0.163

Volume of Information
Conveyed by the Title

Number of Characters/Words
and Images

0.343 0.185

Title Text Style
Number of special characters,

% Upper case
0.367 0.203

All Title Text Variables
Number of Characters/Words
Number of special characters,

% Upper case
0.371 0.224

All of the Title Variables All of the Above 0.388 0.237

Table 7. Title Variables

Since we are computing out-of-sample partial R2, it is possible that variables with very weak or

no predictive power may have a negative partial R2. Similarly, including more variables need not

increase the R2.

Now we consider the contents of the seller-supplied title of the listing. There are three components

of the title: the number of title images, the length of the title’s text, and the style of the title. The

total volume of information conveyed by the title is characterized by the number of characters and

words in the title and the number of images in the title. Table 7 lays out each set of variables as well

as the predictive power of each set. We also provide the out-of-sample R2 for the model containing

the basic data set and Z for comparison with the analysis of Section 5. Although the volume of

information conveyed by the title has a significant amount of predictive power, we find that the

style of the title text has slightly more predictive power. In fact, the style of the title has almost as

much predictive power as the entire set of title variables combined. When we examine the different

channels for conveying information, we find that the length of the title has more predictive power

than the number of images.

We now turn to the seller-supplied description of the item. The data from the description are

significantly richer than the data describing the title for the simple reason that the seller has a

great deal of space to write and the ability to elaborately format text using HTML tags. Images

can be used both to describe the item and format portions of the description. The total volume of

information conveyed by the description is characterized by the number of words in the description

and the number and size of images in the description. The predictive power of the variables char-

acterizing the seller’s description, presented in Table 8, show a similar pattern to those describing

the title. First, the variables characterizing the style of the description are more important than
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Set Variables R2
out PR2

Z|Basic

Description Images
Kilobytes of Photos,

Dummy for 1 - 5 Photos,
Dummy for 6 or More Photos

0.278 0.0884

Description Length
Number of Words

in Description
0.296 0.114

Volume of Information
Conveyed by the Description

Number of Words and
Size and Number of Photos

in Description
0.322 0.159

Description Text Style

Number of Font Sizes,
Number of Font Size Changes

Number of HTML Tags,
% Upper Case Characters

0.369 0.215

All of the Description
Text Variables

Number of Words in Description
Number of Font Sizes,

Number of Font Size Changes
Number of HTML Tags,
% Upper Case Characters

0.397 0.238

All Description Variables All of the Above 0.398 0.245

Table 8. Description Variables

the variables characterizing the volume of information conveyed by the description, and the style

variables carry almost as much predictive power as the entire set of variables characterizing the

description. Second, the variables characterizing the length of the description are more important

than the variables characterizing the images, but the difference is less significant than in the case

of the listing title.

Finally, we turn to the principal components derived from the BoW variables. The first three

rows of Table 9 present the incremental predictive power of adding additional components to the

model. For example, adding the second component has a predictive power of 0.1202 relative to

a regression including only the basic data set and the first component. The final row describes

the predictive power of the entire set of principal components. We include our interpretation of

the components from Table 4 for reference. The first two principal components of the BoW data

have a significant amount of predictive power, but the added predictive power of the successive

components drops off quickly. This suggests that although the BoW contains a significant amount

of information, the predictive value can be captured by a parsimonious set of regressors, which is

of course the goal of PCA.
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Bag of Words Components Component Name PR2
Z|Basic

Component 1 Description of Item 0.126

Components 2
Shipping and Payment

Information
0.124

Components 3 - 15 N/A 0.0323

All Components N/A 0.270

Table 9. Bag of Words Variables

Title Variables Description Variables PCA Variables PR2
V|All Other Variables

√ √ √
0.2268

√ √
−5.075 ∗ 10−4

√ √
0.0550

√ √
0.0712

√
-0.0068

√
-.0020

√
0.0419

Table 10.
√

: Variables Removed from Full Data Set

We close this section by taking the opposite perspective of the analysis above and consider what

happens when we start with the full data set and remove the variables describing either (1) the title,

(2) the description, or (3) the principal components describing the BoW. The predictive power of

a given set of variables is defined as the partial R2 of that set of variables, controlling for all of the

other variables in the full data set. Our results are described in Table 10 where the check marks

indicate the sets of variables whose predictive power is being assessed (i.e., removed from the full

data set). Note that all of these assessments control for the variables included the basic data set

(Table 1) and the miscellaneous variables (Table 2).

The title and description variables have negligible predictive power after controlling for the other

variables in the full data set, while the BoW variables have only a small amount of predictive power.

In fact, the predictive power of any two of these sets of variables is not high after controlling for the

other variables in the full data set. We only obtain a significant loss of predictive power when we

remove all three sets of variables from the full data set, but then the only variables that are being

controlled for are those in the basic data set and the miscellaneous variables described in Table 2.
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The main lesson we draw from this exercise is that there is significant redundancy or substitutability

across our different sets of variables in terms of their capacity for conveying information from sellers

to buyers. For example, if the seller provides a detailed title and uploads images for the title section,

then she need not also provide an elaborate description section at the bottom of the listing.

The second takeaway from Table 10 is that interactions between the sets of variables are not

crucial for our model to have predictive power. If these interactions were important sources of

predictive power, then we would find a significant drop in the predictive power as a given set of re-

gressors is removed as this (obviously) also prevents the regression forest from detecting interactions

between the removed variables and those that remain in the model.

7. Robustness Checks

7.1. Other Analysis Methods. We tried a variety of other machine learning methods to explore

how much price variation we could explain, but we found that the performance was comparable

to or worse than our simpler regression forest model. We experimented with individual neural

networks, but we found that even moderately complex neural networks (e.g., those with two hidden

layers) severely overfit the data. We also tried using a bagged neural network, which consists of an

ensemble of simple neural networks that are each trained using a bootstrapped sample of the data,

and the final prediction of the model is the average of the predictions of the ensemble. Finally, we

tried estimating a boosted gradient tree model, which uses a sequence of regression trees to fit the

data. The first tree attempts to fit the raw data and each successive tree in the sequence fits the

residuals from the previous tree. Again, none of these methods had more predictive power than

the regression forest.

7.2. Seller Mistakes. A source of price dispersion that we have not discussed thus far are seller

mistakes, by which we mean a failure on the part of the seller to understand the relationship

between the price and format of the listing and the probability of sale. This lack of knowledge

could be due to inexperience, naivete on the part of the seller, or a conscious choice to not conduct

effortful market research. One would expect the listings that result from seller mistakes to have

prices that are harder to predict.

There are two kinds of pricing mistakes: the listing has a price that is unusually low and sells

almost immediately, or the price is unusually high and results in a listing that will never sell. We

can detect the former mistake by considering listings that sell very quickly. For example, if we limit

our sample to listings that take at least an hour to sell, the R2
out of our regression forest increases

somewhat to 0.497. Given the fact that culling these quickly-completed listings from our data set

removes 13.4% of our data, it can only be the case that the prices of these removed listings are

somewhat harder to predict.

7.3. Sellers with Multiple Listings. One possible concern is that sellers with multiple listings

would post the same listing repeatedly. This might have resulted in data from our estimation set

contaminating the cross-validation set. If a seller posts the identical listing twice, then one copy of

the listing could appear in the set of data used to estimate the regression forest and the second copy
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could appear in the set of data used to compute the out-of-sample predictive power. If that listing

then appeared in the bootstrap sample of data used to estimate a regression tree, then that tree

will make a perfect prediction of the price for the copy of the listing in the validation data set. This

would could cause us to overestimate the predictive power of our models. Of course, this problem

would apply to all methodologies we used in our study, so its effect on the relative comparisons

between models is unclear. Regardless, we looked into this problem as a check on robustness.

When we examined a sample of the listings posted by sellers with multiple listings, we found

that the listings tend to vary significantly. The titles and descriptions often have different lengths,

the number and size of the pictures in the title and the description vary, and the style of the text

changes. In addition, sellers even make price adjustments between listings. In order to err on the

side of caution, we repeated our analysis after eliminating duplicate listings from our data set. We

defined “duplicate listing” coarsely so as to cast a broad net in identifying potentially problematic

data points; for example, we did not consider the “Re-listed” variable when determining whether

two listings were duplicates, since this variable is not easily viewed by buyers. Since the seller score

might change slightly between listings, we rounded log seller score to the nearest integer so as to

eliminate small changes.

Despite the broad net we cast, we found that duplicate listings accounted for only 11.8% of our

data set, leaving us with 1145 listings after eliminating them. With this reduced data set, the R2
out

for the regression forest dropped to 0.3622. The reduction in the R2
out is due to the joint effects

of using a smaller data set and mitigating the potential contamination of the validation set. To

get a sense for the effect of the reduction in the size of our data alone, we eliminated 11.8% of our

sample at random. We found that randomly eliminating data resulted in an R2
out for the regression

forest equal to 0.3982. Since the random elimination of data and selectively eliminating redundant

data points yielded a similar R2
out value, we conclude that our results are not significantly inflated

by contamination of the cross-validation sets.

We also experimented with increasing the size of the leaves of our regression forest from 1 to as

many as 10 listings. Larger leaves mean that none of the trees will make a perfect prediction of the

price of any listing, which helps alleviate any issues which may arise from the presence of identical

listings in the estimation and validation sets. When we include at least 5 listings in each leaf the

R2
out drops only slightly to 0.397, and including 10 listings in each leaf pushes the R2

out to 0.369.

Some of this modest drop may be due to the lessened effect of the contamination of the validation

set, but some of it is certainly due to a decrease in model flexibility caused by the larger leaves.

This robustness test provides another reassurance that contamination of the validation set is not a

meaningful driver of our predictive power.

7.4. Exploration of External Validity: Microsoft Surface. We began this study with a

motivation to learn something about the underlying causes of apparent deviations from the law of

one price in online markets for homogeneous goods. Our initial findings were that the Kindle data

from eBay displayed similar puzzling patterns to other e-commerce data sets. Our full empirical

analysis revealed two main findings. There are subtle patterns in the high-dimensional signals that
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sellers send to potential buyers regarding percieved value. Also, somewhat surprisingly, despite

cutting-edge search algorithms and interactive web database technology, there is a diminished but

still non-trivial potential role for market frictions in driving endogenous price dispersion. A question

remains as to whether we have learned about online price dispersion in general, or whether these

insights apply only to the specific product we have studied. Our web-scraped data set includes

other products as well. Our choice to focus on Kindles in our main analysis was primarily due to

the fact that they had few obvious substitutes within the timeframe of our sample period, and the

number of observed listings was relatively high. In this section, we repeat our basic analysis of

the predictability of price dispersion for the Microsoft Surface. The Surface is a tablet computer

that is sufficiently powerful that it can be used as a replacement for a laptop computer. Although

the Kindle and the Surface are both consumer electronics products, they are quite distinct in

the purposes for which they were designed: the Kindle is meant to be a portable access point

to Amazon’s electronic media market and is therefore limited in scope, whereas the Surface is a

generalized product suitable to a much wider array of consumption and productivity applications.

Testing our results under another product provides some sense of the external validity of our

estimates within the eBay context at least.

Because of its greater utility and computing power, the Surface is significantly more expensive

than the Kindle. The 922 eBay listings for Surfaces that we collected have a mean price of $968

with a standard deviation of $203.41. The price of these listings is six times higher than the Kindles

in our data set, but the price dispersion as a fraction of the mean is both sizeable and similar to the

Kindle data, at roughly 21%. We first used the same set of word stems from before to compute the

BoW data for the Surface listings, and we then re-computed the principal components. Then we

applied our regression forest model, in combination with the full set of variables used with Kindles,

which yielded a very similar R2
out of 0.4304. The striking similarities between these magnitudes

and our results for the Kindle suggests potential generalizability of our empirical results to other

e-commerce contexts beyond just Kindles on eBay.

8. Conclusion

The role of unobserved heterogeneity in a set of apparently homogenous goods is an obvious

potential explanation for price variation. Simply put, two seemingly identical goods may have

different prices because they are not truly identical in some subtle way. Another possibility is

that market frictions drive price dispersion in online settings despite web search technologies that

reduce the cost of obtaining price quotes. The eBay setting provides a nearly ideal environment

for assessing the potential role of heterogeneity since the online platform allows us as researchers

to observe the same information about listings as would-be buyers. In principle, we are able to

detect whatever features of the object sellers expose to buyers in order to justify an unusually high

(or low) price. By assessing how much of the price dispersion we can predict using these features,

we are also able to bound the fraction of the price dispersion that could be endogenously driven by

market frictions alone.
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In order to replicate earlier work, we started by trying to explain price variation using a basic

data set containing variables used in previous studies. We find that we can explain 12% of the

price variation using OLS techniques, which is in line with prior work. When we apply machine

learning techniques to our basic data set, we can explain one and a half times the amount of price

variation as OLS. Once we combine machine learning with our high-dimensional data on listing

appearance and content, we can explain roughly 42% of price variation. When analyzing the full

data set using OLS techniques, we can only explain 15% of the price variation. The takeaways

from this are two fold. First, sellers’ choices of layout and content creates non-trivial heterogeneity

among listings. Second, one needs to use flexible models to adequately detect how variation in

the observables drives variation in the prices. The richer data and the more flexible estimation

techniques have little explanatory power in isolation.

In order to better understand the transmission of information from sellers to buyers, we analyzed

the heterogeneity of the marginal effects of our variables using honest model forests. We found that

the marginal effect of including an image predicted whether or not the seller included an image

in the listing’s description—if the marginal effect on price was large, the seller was more likely to

include such a photo. That being said, there remains a great deal of heterogeneity in the marginal

effect of an image on price, both for those listings that included an image and those that did not.

When we use our model forest to assess the heterogeneity of the marginal effects of log seller score,

we also found a high degree of heterogeneity. Interestingly, the distribution of the marginal effect

appears to be the same for sellers with the very lowest and very highest reputation scores.

Our final analysis unpacked the sources of the predictive power of our variables when analyzed

using a regression forest model. First, we assessed the additional predictive power of adding different

sets of variables to our basic data set. Although the variables describing the volume of information

conveyed by the title or the description have significant predictive power, it appears that variables

describing the style of the text have even more predictive power. In terms of channels for conveying

information, variables describing the length of the text have more predictive power than variables

describing the images in the listing. Second, we estimated the loss of predictive power that results

from removing sets of variables from our full data set. The different sets of regressors appear

to convey redundant or substitutable information in the sense that we only need to include a

small subset of the regressors to attain almost the same predictive power of the full data set. One

interpretation of this result is that, for example, the seller need not include an elaborate description

at the bottom of the listing if he or she has already provided a detailed title and photos of the

product in the title section. Finally, complex interactions between variables describing different

parts of the listing (e.g., the length of the title and the length of the description) are not crucial for

our model to have predictive power, but interactions between variables describing the same part of

the listing (e.g., the length of the title and number of photos in the title) remain important.

At the end of the day, the fact that product listing heterogeneity explains almost half of the price

variation suggests that the consumer search problem on the eBay market is more difficult than one

might have expected. eBay already devotes a great deal of effort to solving this search problem for

users, but our research suggests there are subtle aspects of the content of the listings that predict
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when sellers set unusually high or low prices for the same good. In addition, the features of the

platform that are designed to mitigate concerns about seller behavior (e.g., the seller reputation

system and eBay’s money back guarantee) may not be reaching their full potential, perhaps because

buyers are unaware of or don’t understand these features of the eBay platform. Platform markets

might serve their users better by using variables that predict product heterogeneity to better match

buyers to seller listings. If buyers are using the listing format to form judgments about the reliability

of the sellers, then bringing the aspects of the platform design that help mitigate seller misbehavior

to the attention of the buyers could reduce the perceived incentive for buyers to search through

many listings with different prices and listing content.

Economists might be surprised that there is any room at all for market frictions to generate price

dispersion online. Our empirical analysis is able to place an upper bound on the unpredictable com-

ponent of price dispersion that could be driven by market frictions. Nevertheless, the unpredictable

component of price variation still amounts to over 10% of the mean. Why might this be the case?

Internet search technology has revolutionized commerce by solving very complicated needle-in-a-

haystack problems for buyers, eliminating the need to manually sort through masses of irrelevant

information. Out of millions of items for sale, it is now possible for a user to find many instances of a

specific item in seconds. This has caused billions of users to flock to online platforms for buying and

selling. However, the sheer scope of modern-day electronic markets may have a side-effect which

creates new sources of frictions. When there are a large number of relevant results for a keyword

search on “Kindle”—in other words, when the search algorithm hands the user an entire stack of

needles—then it may still prove costly for the user to digest all relevant information to her needs.

Understanding the source of the remaining search frictions and finding platform design solutions

for these issues remains an important goal of future work both for researchers and practitioners.
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Appendix A. Online Appendix: Bag of Words

The full set of word stems we parsed from the text of each listing is described in the following

table along with the count of the number of listings in which the word appears. For clarity,

the table includes only one representative example of each word stem. Unsurprisingly, the most

popular terms are descriptions of the Amazon Kindle that apply to all of the units available at that

time. For example, the most popular terms, “gb”, is used to refer to the 8 GB of storage. Once

one reaches the rare terms such as “shipment,” we are presumably considering listings by sellers

with more experience that may in fact have standardized text regarding shipment terms, etc., that

apply regardless of the good for sale.

Stem Count Stem Count Stem Count
gb 1201 hour 199 good 146

new 1139 case 197 faster 145
black 978 game 197 b 141
box 662 feature 194 mail 140

brand 635 store 193 paypal 139
model 521 thank 187 return 137
latest 464 app 184 popular 136
ship 453 work 183 audio 133
free 389 power 180 inform 131
seal 382 original 179 system 131
all 373 processor 177 view 130

open 367 device 172 factory 124
include 361 special 168 service 124
screen 336 charger 167 experience 122
display 333 condition 165 look 122
have 324 support 164 facebook 121
no 303 read 161 additional 119
not 294 purchase 160 perfect 116
usb 265 receive 160 available 112

question 251 connect 158 warranty 111
offer 250 email 155 bid 110
only 243 internal 155 provide 110
more 231 charge 152 perform 109

package 220 million 151 sell 109
touch 212 payment 150 ad 108
fast 209 contact 149 full 106

battery 205 access 147 great 104
content 205 set 147 enjoy 99
cable 201 technology 147 detail 98
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Stem Count Stem Count Stem Count
require 98 cover 66 insure 38
accept 97 number 61 paid 37

test 97 delivery 60 leather 35
price 95 description 60 part 35

accessory 94 must 60 combine 34
best 94 except 58 receipt 34
state 94 love 58 fedex 33

custom 93 policy 58 friend 32
buyer 92 locate 56 info 30
fully 92 date 55 shipment 30
need 91 tax 55 describe 29

feedback 89 allow 54 change 28
note 89 position 54 damage 27

exchange 87 photo 53 separate 25
sale 87 refund 53 restock 24
start 85 top 52 process 23
check 84 identify 51 clean 22
actual 82 quickly 50 scratch 22

manufacturer 82 beautifully 49 concern 17
approximate 81 cost 48 fair 17

favorite 81 fee 48 credit 15
home 80 off 48 three 14
design 78 quality 44 win 13
well 77 sold 44 carefully 12
type 76 help 43 inspect 12
busy 75 close 42 discount 10
back 73 fluid 42 law 9
first 70 response 42 reserve 9
seller 70 treatment 41 wear 9
like 69 issue 40 invoice 8
pay 68 complete 39 appear 5
rate 68 immediate 39
left 67 guarante 38


